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English grammar worksheets for grade 1 with answers pdf

Skip to contentYou are here:HomeEnglish Grammar Worksheets for Grade…English worksheets for Grade 1 aim to teach children the basics of language usage. Grammar is the foundation of good English language skills and our Class 1 English grammar worksheets are valuable in teaching grammar to
kids.English is a medium of communication used by educators in most of the schools and colleges across India, making it important to know the correct use of the language. Fluency in English begins with sound knowledge of grammar. Class 1 English grammar worksheets help kids to easily understand
nouns, tenses, verbs, adjectives and more. We also provide printable Worksheets that support grammar learning by helping kids to understand the differences between sentences through engaging puzzles and exercises using colorful illustrations. Be it in a classroom setting or at home, English
worksheets for Grade 1 are helpful in shaping the language skills of kids.Encourage your child to practice English grammar basics taught in school with English worksheets for Grade 1. You can allow them to focus on one concept at a time such as noun, pronoun, adjective, verb, preposition, punctuation
or tenses. Class 1 English grammar worksheets will assist your child to get better at their word usage skills as well.How to utilise pronouns in sentences can be taught through these well-designed pronoun worksheets.Your child can express the qualities of a person or an object with these First Grade
English worksheets.Make it easy for your child to use various tense forms through First Grade English worksheets.Estudynotes is a provider of English, Hindi and Maths worksheets that facilitate structured stepwise learning for children. You can choose from worksheets for various grades such as English
worksheets for Grade 1, Grade 2 or Grade 3. These worksheets are specially designed to support your child’s learning through colourful and fun exercises.English worksheets for grade 1 to Print, Download, and Use OnlineLearning maths can be stressful for your child. You can try the stepwise learning
approach through worksheets by downloading the printable worksheets for first grade by estudynotes. To ensure a more effective learning experience, you can subscribe to the worksheets that are designed as per the grade level and academic curriculum of your child.Estudynotes is a provider of English,
Hindi and Maths worksheets that facilitate structured stepwise learning for children. You can choose from worksheets for various grades such as English worksheets for Grade 1, Grade 2 or Grade 3. These worksheets are specially designed to support your child’s learning through colourful and fun
exercises.English worksheets for grade 1 to Print, Download, and Use OnlineLearning maths can be stressful for your child. You can try the stepwise learning approach through worksheets by downloading the printable worksheets for first grade by estudynotes. To ensure a more effective learning
experience, you can subscribe to the worksheets that are designed as per the grade level and academic curriculum of your child.Let Your Child’s Learning Journey Begin Now! Click Me Get the best printing results by downloading our high-resolution PDF files. Select the first button labeled Download
PDF, which will start downloading the English worksheet instantly in most web browsers. Then open the file and print it in any free or professional PDF viewer. If you want to see what the PDF version of the English worksheet looks like before downloading it, select the second button labeled View PDF,
which will open the PDF worksheet in your web browser. You can also get each English worksheet by printing the image you see on your screen. Select the third button labeled Print Image, which will allow you to instantly print each worksheet on any printer that your computer or mobile device has
available. The fastest and easiest way to print all 328 English worksheets for first grade is by getting our Premium 1st Grade English Worksheets Collection. This collection includes several PDF files that allow you to print each section all at once.Page 2 Buy This Now Bundle and Save Buy This Now
Bundle and Save Get 328 English worksheets for first grade that cover reading, writing, phonics, grammar, and sight words. This Common Core aligned resource is great for teaching, assessment, or review. Common Core Aligned Answer Keys Included Available for Instant Download Easy-to-use PDF
Files Access the Worksheets Anytime No Prep Needed Get Tips and Information on Printing the Worksheets Grammar Adjectives: sort adjectives activity, identify adjectives in sentences, write adjectives to describe animals Conjunctions and Articles: correct use of a or an, write conjunctions to complete
sentences, use conjunctions in sentences Nouns Common, Proper, and Possessive Nouns: match common and proper nouns, identify and write common and proper nouns, identify and write possessive nouns Noun Review: noun classification activity, noun review lesson, identify the difference between
a person, place, or thing Personal Pronouns: use pronoun-verb agreement in sentences, identify personal pronouns in sentences, pronoun-verb contractions activity Singular and Plural Nouns: sort singular and plural nouns activity, plural nouns lesson, identify singular and plural nouns in balloons
Prepositions: identify an write prepositions in sentences, preposition activity, use pictures to identify prepositions in sentences Verbs Action Verbs: identify and write action verbs in sentences, action verbs activity, use action verbs to complete sentences Past, Present, and Future Verbs: identify and write
future tense verbs in sentences, sort past and present verb tenses activity, identify and write past tense verbs in sentences Reading Sight Words: read, write, trace, identify, write in a sentence, and cut and paste letters in their correct order for the following sight words: from, after, over, fly, going, could,
any, old, then, thank, by, round, may, take, again, as, them, know, once, think, stop, has, when, weak, every, were, an, ask, give, just, her, live, of, him, how, put, let, open, had, his, some Compound Words: make compound words activity, compound words lesson, identify compound words Making
Inferences: read sentences and make inferences activity, making inferences lesson, read sentences relating to pictures and write what is inferred Reading Comprehension: read paragraphs and write the main idea, read passages and answer multiple choice questions, reading comprehension exercises,
read passages and write answers to questions, read passages and answer the 5ws (who, what, when, where, and why) Sequencing Events: put pictures and related sentences in the correct sequence of events, sequencing events cut and paste activity Vocabulary: words with related meanings crossword
puzzle, sort words into categories activity, sort inflectional endings activity, word classification activity Writing Capitalization: identify incorrect words and rewrite the correct words in a capitalization lesson, identify capitalization mistakes in sentences and then rewrite the sentences correctly Creative Writing
Story Writing: draw pictures and write related stories, write about favorites (food, animals, books) Writing Prompts Daily Quick Writes: blank daily writing practice, draw pictures and write about likes, draw pictures and write about dislikes Opinion Writing Prompts: write three reasons to support liking or
disliking rain, spiders, and snakes, write about preferring to travel by airplane or car, write about preferring to be hot or cold Holiday Writing Prompts Christmas: draw pictures on both sides of a Christmas tree and then write a story about it, write about a favorite Christmas tree ornament, draw and write
about a favorite Christmas activity Easter: draw pictures on both sides of a happy Easter bunny and then write a story about it, write about an Easter egg hunt, draw and write about a favorite Easter activity Halloween: draw pictures on both sides of a cute witch and then write a story about it, write about a
favorite monster, draw and write about a scary story Thanksgiving: draw and write about a favorite Thanksgiving food, write about being thankful, draw and write about Thanksgiving Seasonal Writing Prompts Spring: write about a favorite rainy day activity, write a story based on a picture, draw and write
a story about fun outside activities Summer: write about a favorite summer activity, draw pictures on both sides of a sand castle and then write a story about it, draw and write about a favorite summer activity Fall: draw a picture of an autumn day and then write a story about it, draw and write about a
favorite fall activity, draw pictures on both sides of two fall images and then write a story about it Winter: write about a favorite snow day activity, write a story based on a winter-themed picture, draw and write about a favorite winter activity Punctuation: identify sentences as statements, questions,
exclamations, and commands, use the correct punctuation at the end of a series of related sentences, cut and paste punctuation activity Spelling: spelling crossword puzzle with pictures, identify and write the correct spelling of words, match pictures with correctly spelled words activity Writing Paper: blank
writing paper, spring-themed writing paper, summer-themed writing paper, fall-themed writing paper, winter-themed writing paper, Valentine’s Day-themed writing paper Writing Sentences: rewrite sentences with appropriate spacing, complete sentences correctly, unscramble words to make sentences
Phonics Beginning Blends: identify and write beginning blends, sort beginning blends activity, identify and write beginning blends using a word list Ending Blends: sort ending consonant blends activity, identify and write ending blends activity L Blends: beginning l blends lesson, sort beginning l blends
activity, identify and write beginning l blends R-controlled Vowels: identify and write r-controlled vowels using a word list, sort r-controlled vowels, identify and write r-controlled vowels activity Short or Long Vowels: sort short and long vowels activity, identify short and long vowels by coloring, write short or
long vowels to complete words Silent and Long E: add an e activity to make new words, sort short e and long e words activity, use pictures to help determine if words need a silent e Syllables: decode one-syllable, two-syllable, and three-syllable words, count syllables, sort words by syllables activity
Grammar Adjectives: sort adjectives activity, identify adjectives in sentences, write adjectives to describe animals Conjunctions and Articles: correct use of a or an, write conjunctions to complete sentences, use conjunctions in sentences Prepositions: identify an write prepositions in sentences, preposition
activity, use pictures to identify prepositions in sentences Nouns Common, Proper, and Possessive Nouns: match common and proper nouns, identify and write common and proper nouns, identify and write possessive nouns Noun Review: noun classification activity, noun review lesson, identify the
difference between a person, place, or thing Personal Pronouns: use pronoun-verb agreement in sentences, identify personal pronouns in sentences, pronoun-verb contractions activity Singular and Plural Nouns: sort singular and plural nouns activity, plural nouns lesson, identify singular and plural nouns
in balloons Verbs Action Verbs: identify and write action verbs in sentences, action verbs activity, use action verbs to complete sentences Past, Present, and Future Verbs: identify and write future tense verbs in sentences, sort past and present verb tenses activity, identify and write past tense verbs in
sentences Reading Sight Words: read, write, trace, identify, write in a sentence, and cut and paste letters in their correct order for the following sight words: from, after, over, fly, going, could, any, old, then, thank, by, round, may, take, again, as, them, know, once, think, stop, has, when, weak, every, were,
an, ask, give, just, her, live, of, him, how, put, let, open, had, his, some Compound Words: make compound words activity, compound words lesson, identify compound words Making Inferences: read sentences and make inferences activity, making inferences lesson, read sentences relating to pictures
and write what is inferred Reading Comprehension: read paragraphs and write the main idea, read passages and answer multiple choice questions, reading comprehension exercises, read passages and write answers to questions, read passages and answer the 5ws (who, what, when, where, and why)
Sequencing Events: put pictures and related sentences in the correct sequence of events, sequencing events cut and paste activity Vocabulary: words with related meanings crossword puzzle, sort words into categories activity, sort inflectional endings activity, word classification activity Writing
Capitalization: identify incorrect words and rewrite the correct words in a capitalization lesson, identify capitalization mistakes in sentences and then rewrite the sentences correctly Punctuation: identify sentences as statements, questions, exclamations, and commands, use the correct punctuation at the
end of a series of related sentences, cut and paste punctuation activity Spelling: spelling crossword puzzle with pictures, identify and write the correct spelling of words, match pictures with correctly spelled words activity Writing Paper: blank writing paper, spring-themed writing paper, summer-themed
writing paper, fall-themed writing paper, winter-themed writing paper, Valentine’s Day-themed writing paper Writing Sentences: rewrite sentences with appropriate spacing, complete sentences correctly, unscramble words to make sentences Creative Writing Story Writing: draw pictures and write related
stories, write about favorites (food, animals, books) Writing Prompts Daily Quick Writes: blank daily writing practice, draw pictures and write about likes, draw pictures and write about dislikes Opinion Writing Prompts: write three reasons to support liking or disliking rain, spiders, and snakes, write about
preferring to travel by airplane or car, write about preferring to be hot or cold Holiday Writing Prompts Christmas: draw pictures on both sides of a Christmas tree and then write a story about it, write about a favorite Christmas tree ornament, draw and write about a favorite Christmas activity Easter: draw
pictures on both sides of a happy Easter bunny and then write a story about it, write about an Easter egg hunt, draw and write about a favorite Easter activity Halloween: draw pictures on both sides of a cute witch and then write a story about it, write about a favorite monster, draw and write about a scary
story Thanksgiving: draw and write about a favorite Thanksgiving food, write about being thankful, draw and write about Thanksgiving Seasonal Writing Prompts Spring: write about a favorite rainy day activity, write a story based on a picture, draw and write a story about fun outside activities
Summer: write about a favorite summer activity, draw pictures on both sides of a sand castle and then write a story about it, draw and write about a favorite summer activity Fall: draw a picture of an autumn day and then write a story about it, draw and write about a favorite fall activity, draw pictures on
both sides of two fall images and then write a story about it Winter: write about a favorite snow day activity, write a story based on a winter-themed picture, draw and write about a favorite winter activity Phonics Beginning Blends: identify and write beginning blends, sort beginning blends activity, identify
and write beginning blends using a word list Ending Blends: sort ending consonant blends activity, identify and write ending blends activity L Blends: beginning l blends lesson, sort beginning l blends activity, identify and write beginning l blends R-controlled Vowels: identify and write r-controlled vowels
using a word list, sort r-controlled vowels, identify and write r-controlled vowels activity Short or Long Vowels: sort short and long vowels activity, identify short and long vowels by coloring, write short or long vowels to complete words Silent and Long E: add an e activity to make new words, sort short e
and long e words activity, use pictures to help determine if words need a silent e Syllables: decode one-syllable, two-syllable, and three-syllable words, count syllables, sort words by syllables activity Common Core » 1st Grade English Language Arts Standards » RI.1.1, RI.1.2, RI.1.3, RI.1.4, RI.1.7,
RI.1.8, RF.1.1a, RF.1.2a, RF.1.2b, RF.1.2c, RF.1.3, RF.1.3b, RF.1.3c, RF.1.3e, RF.1.3f, RF.1.4, RF.1.4a, RF.1.4b, W.1.1, W.1.2, W.1.3, L.1.1, L.1.1b, L.1.1c, L.1.1d, L.1.1e, L.1.1f, L.1.1g, L.1.1h, L.1.1i, L.1.1j, L.1.2, L.1.2a, L.1.2b, L.1.2e, L.1.4c, L.1.5a, L.1.5b, L.1.5d, L.1.6, CCRA.R.1 "Excellent set of
worksheets more than I could have hoped for." ~ Pearl S. "Students loved these activities!" ~ Jennifer Olsen "Great resource. My kids loved it!" ~ Lesly Cuamea "Love this! Thank you!" ~ Nikki S "Thanks, I needed something just like this!" ~ Iris H. "Great product!" ~ Mrs. Ashley "Excellent materials and
resources to motivate students to learn through various activities!" ~ Fernando M. "This was perfect! Thank you!" ~ Lauren N. You might also like: Premium 1st Grade Math 1st Grade Worksheets Pack Exceptional Customer Support is Provided If you ever have an issue with your purchase you can
contact us directly by email or by phone at (215)-764-6399. PayPal is Accepted We use PayPal and Gumroad to process payments online. Gumroad supports all major credit cards (and some debit cards). This includes Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, JCB, and Diners Club cards. You also
have the option to pay using your PayPal account.
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